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Unit I

1. Describe the magnetic materials and their

properties and AC operation of magnetic

circuits.

2. What do you understand by energy and force

in single excited magnetic field system ?

Unit II

3. Describe the operation of transformer at no

load. Draw and explain the equivalent circuit

and phasor diagram at no load.

4. Draw a neat sketch of a d.c. generator. State

the functions of each part. What do you mean

by critical resistance ?

Unit III

5. Describe the field revolving theory of single-

phase induction motor. Draw and describe the

equivalent circuit of single-phase induction

motor.

6. With the help of field current how synchronous

generator maintains the constant terminal

voltage at loads at different power factors.

Hence draw and describe V-curves.

Unit IV

7. A 10 kVA, single-phase transformer for 2000/

400 V at no load, has R1 = 5.5 ohm, X1 = 12

ohm, R2 = 0.2 ohm, X2 = 0.45 ohm. Determine

the approximate values of the secondary

voltage at full load, 0.8 p.f. (lagging), when

the primary applied voltage is 2000 V.

8. A 6-pole, 50 Hz, 3-phase induction motor

running on full load develops a useful torque

of 150 Nm at a rotor frequency of 1.5 Hz.

Calculate the shaft power output. If the

mechanical torque lost in fraction be 10 Nm,

determine (a) rotor cu-loss, (b) the input to the

rotor, (c) the efficiency.
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